Abstract--Though linear algorithms for finding the convex hull of a simply-connected polygon have been reported, not all are short and correct. A compact version based on Sklansky's original idea ~:~ and Bykat's counter-example qs~ is given. Its complexity and correctness are also shown.
I. INTRODUCTION
There have been many reports on a linear algorithm for finding the convex hull of a simple polygon. Certain versions were prone to counter-examples. In particular, a recent version by Ghosh and Shyamasundar Itl turned out to be incorrect/2"31 Ideally, an algorithm should be not only correct but also easy to implement. McCallum and Avis, ~41 for example, reported a version using two stacks. Lee ~ used one stack but the algorithm itself was two pages long. Recently, Graham and Yao ~6~ reported a compact algorithm that is said to be similar in spirit to Lee's version. Both Refs (5) and (6) included two types of pocket test. In this paper, we present a version employing only one pocket test.
Perhaps, the simplest version is still the one presented by Sklansky ~r~ in 1972. After a counter-example by Bykat, ~s~ sufficiency condition was established by Toussaint and Avis 19) in 1982 and by Orlowsky "°1 in 1983 . Almost concurrently, Sklansky gave a modified version ~t~ but it was later shown to be incorrect by Toussaint and El Gindy. ~12~ Our search for a simple, concise and correct linear convex hull algorithm traces the following path. For simplicity, we adopt the ideas from the original version by Sklansky. ¢7~ For conciseness, we follow the form of CH-POL by Toussaint and Avis. c9~ For correctness, we use the notion of a pocket (or lobe) as in Graham and Yao ~6) (or Lee ~s~) with Bykat's counter-example ~s~ in mind. 
ZPR(V o, Vq).

Z j_ 1 = the previous vertex of Zj in ZPR(V o, Vq).
V, = the previous vertex of Zj in P. Step 0.
PKT(Zi, Zi+ 1) for any 0 < i < j -1. Therefore, E(Zj, Vq + t) c~ PK T(Z~, Zi + 1) =/ = E(Zj, V q + t) for any
Zo~-Vo, Z~-V,,j~-l,q,--l.
while (Vq ~ Vo) do;
Step I, if Vq+j is to the right of L(Zj_~, Z), then do:
Step la. if Vq+~ is to the right of E(V., Z) thenj,-j + I, Z~,-Vq+~, q~q + 1.
Step intersecting, it must form a convex polygon P,. containing P if V~ --V o. Since every vertex of Pc is a vertex of P, it is clear that PC is the smallest convex polygon containing P. By Definition 2.4, P~ must be the convex hull of a simple polygon P. Proof. The proof will be by induction on the number of times Step 1 is reached. Initially, the statement is trivially satisfied by Step 0 of the algorithm. Suppose that the lemma is true when Step 1 is executed m times. Then, there are three cases:
(1) Case la: Vq+ 1 is in Qla (2) Case lb: Vq+t is in Qlb (3) Case 2: Vo+ ~ is in Q2a or Q2b. Sklansky, ~ our version is easy to understand. Adopting the form of CH-POL by Toussaint and Avis, c9~ the presentation is concise. As shown in the Appendix, a PASCAL implementation of the algorithm itself is only half a page long.
In the paper, we define a "'zipper" as a non-selfintersecting, concave chain. Choosing an extreme vertex of the polygon as the initial zipper, we update it by classifying a vertex of the given polygon by one of three cases. Case 1: vertex of the given polygon is added to the zipper. Case 2: vertex of the given polygon is not added to the zipper. Case 3: zipper vertex is deleted. We show that, after a complete traversal of the given polygon, the zipper thus constructed is the convex hull. 
